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					AI Empowers Exams, Security Protects Potential

					
						Think Exam®, an industry leader, brings AI enabled, secure and scalable assessment solutions offering success and global reach to its partners and people.
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											Online Assessments

											
												Elevate your Test Taker Experience by providing them access to Secure Exam Anywhere, Anytime.
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											Offline Test Delivery

											
												Secure & tech-enabled infrastructure offering global test center access for both online and traditional Paper-Pencil testing.
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											Hybrid Test Delivery

											
												Enables flexible scheduling for Online Exams with Remote Proctoring or In-Person tests at physical centers, enhancing candidate experience.
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											High-Stakes Exams Anywhere, Anytime

											
												Conduct exams with advanced Remote Proctoring, featuring Live and Automated AI Monitoring, removing physical constraints and maximizing security.
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											Automated Grading

											
												Streamline grading with automation for subjective answers and essays, offering immediate feedback to students while easing educator workload.
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											Adaptive Assessments

											
												Utilize AI algorithms to tailor questions to each candidate's ability, ensuring a precise and enhanced candidate experience.
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											Psychometric Assessments

											
												Utilize assessments crafted by expert psychometricians, ensuring reliable, research-backed evaluation of candidates' abilities and potential.
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											Customized Assessments

											
												Offer tailor-made assessments to align perfectly with your organizational needs, enhancing the relevance and effectiveness of candidate evaluation.
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											AI-Powered Insights

											
												Leverage cutting-edge AI to analyze test results, providing deep insights and data-driven guidance for informed decision-making.
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											Concurrency

											
												Supports simultaneous testing for thousands, ensuring reliable performance and minimal downtime, even during peak usage.
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											Scaling Up and Down

											
												Easily adjusts online testing infrastructure and physical center capacity to meet fluctuating demand, ensuring cost-efficiency and accessibility.
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											Global Reach

											
												Expands your testing capabilities worldwide with seamless integration across multiple locations, providing equal opportunities for remote and local candidates.

											

										

									

								


						

                    

                  

                

              

            

			
		
			
				
					
						
							
								
									
										
									
									
										
										
										
									
								
							

							AI-powered insights
						

						
								
									Adaptive assessments

									AI adapts questions to each person's skill level, resulting in accurate and quick assessments.

								
	
									Automated scoring and feedback

									 With the help of AI algorithms, receive immediate findings and customized feedback.

								
	
									Predictive analytics

									AI-driven insights on candidate potential, future performance, and cultural fit, can help you find top talent early.

								


						

					

					
						
							
								
									
										
									
									
										
										
										
									
								
							

							Psychometric assessments
						

						
								
									Personality and Skill Assessments

									Use certified psychometric exams to learn more about applicants than just their technical talents.

								
	
									Customized Assessments

									Create tests that are exactly in line with the organizational culture and the demands of your particular profession.

								
	
									Data-Driven Talent Matching

									Match the right candidates to the right roles with AI-powered algorithms that consider both hard and soft skills.

								


						

					

					
						
							
								
									
										
									
									
										
										
										
									
								
							

							Multimodal delivery
						

						
								
									Online and Offline Assessments

									Conduct exams in any format, online, offline, or blended, to cater to diverse needs and locations.

								
	
									Hybrid Assessment

									Our Hybrid Assessment System is a pioneering method that combines traditional and modern assessment techniques.

								
	
									Remote Proctoring

									Ensure test integrity with secure remote proctoring technology, including AI-powered anomaly detection.

								


						

					

					
						
							
								
									
										
									
									
										
										
										
									
								
							

							Unmatched Scalability
						

						
								
									Accommodate any volume

									From small group assessments to large-scale national exams, Think Exam scales seamlessly.

								
	
									Flexible deployment

									Choose between cloud-based or on-premise solutions to fit your needs and infrastructure.

								
	
									Compliance Assurance

									Rest assured with adherence to strict data privacy regulations and global security standards.

								


						

					

					
						
							
								
									
										
									
									
										
										
										
									
								
							

							Remote proctored exams
						

						
								
									Conduct secure exams anywhere, anytime

									Eliminate the need for physical test centres with our remote proctoring solution.

								
	
									Real-time monitoring and recording

									Ensure test integrity with AI-powered proctoring tools and video recording.

								
	
									Flexible scheduling and delivery

									Choose from various proctoring options to fit your specific needs.

								


						

					

				

				
					
					
						
							
						

						
							
						

						
							
						

						
							
						

						
							
						

					

					

				

			
	
		

	









			
				
					
						
							AI-Enabled, Reliable & Adaptive Platform
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																			Think Proctor

																			
																					7 Alert Types for Monitoring
	Effortless PAAS Implementation
	Advance Candidate Authentication 
	Lockdown Browser & 360° Room Scan


																			

																			
																				
																					18,000
																						/Shift
																					Live Proctored Tests
																				

																				
																					92%
																					AI-Based Authentication
																				

																				
																					10,000+
																					Proctored Tests
																				

																				
																					7
																					UFMs Alert
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																			Think Talent

																																							
																					Precision in Competency Mapping
	Targeted Skill Assessments
	Insightful AI-Generated Reports
	Equitable and Tamper-Resistant Evaluations


																			

																			
																				
																					500+
																					Skill Test
																				

																				
																					20+
																					Scientific Designed Psychometric Assessment
																				

																				
																					450 +
																					Assessors
																				

																				
																					200 +
																					Job Roles Catered
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																			Verificare

																																							
																					Adaptable Data Extraction
	10x Faster Processing
	Advanced Anti-Cheat Detection
	Complex OMR sheets Creation


																			

																			
																				
																					2000+
																					Global Customers
																				

																				
																					100+
																					Countries
																				

																				
																					100%
																					Accuracy
																				

																				
																					300 
																					Sheets/min
																					Readability
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																			Think Assess

																																							
																					Scalable Cloud Infrastructure 
	Customizable Tests Options
	Flexible Integration and open API's
	Detailed Analytics & Reporting


																			

																			
																				
																					120M+
																					Assessments
																				

																				
																					3500+
																					Clients
																				

																				
																					2000+
																					Academic / Government Institutes
																				

																				
																					500M+
																					Candidates Assessed
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																			Think Evaluate

																																						
																					Automated Scoring
	Instant Progress Tracking
	AI Proctored Evaluators Enivornment


																			

																			
																				
																					40%
																					Time Saving in Evaluation
																				

																				
																					100%
																					Evaluator & Moderator Authentication
																				

																				
																					80%
																					AI-Generated Marks
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																			Think Learn

																																							
																					Live & Recorded Lectures
	Tests & Assignments
	Personlised Learning Paths
	Collaboration Tools
	Certification & Compliance
	Available on Mobile


																			

																			
																				
																					100+
																					Countries
																				

																				
																					10M
																					+hrs
																					Learning Hours
																				

																				
																					5+
																					Integration Platform
																				

																				
																					5M+
																					Students Enrolled
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																			Think CBT Labs

																																							
																					Candidate Verification
	Certified and Audited Test Centers
	Experienced Test Administrators
	Convenient Locations Nearby


																			

																			
																				
																					2,500+
																					Test Centers across the Globe
																				

																				
																					200M+
																					Assessments
																				

																				
																					1.5 Lakhs+
																					Computer network across the country
																				

																				
																					2000+
																					Educational and Government Institutes
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														Think Proctor
													
												

												
													
														
															Enhance exam security with AI-based automated Remote Proctoring, Live & Recorded monitoring.
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																					7 Alert Types for Monitoring
	Effortless PAAS Implementation
	Advance Candidate Authentication 
	Lockdown Browser & 360*Room Scan


																			

																			
																				
																					18,000/Shift
																					Live Proctored Assessments
																				

																				
																					92%
																					AI-Based Authentication
																				

																				
																					10,000+
																					Proctored Tests
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														Think Talent
													
												

												
													
														
															Optimize Talent Acquisition, Management, and Transformation by evaluating aptitude, behavior, and skills.
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																					Precision in Competency Mapping
	Targeted Skill Assessments
	Insightful AI-Generated Reports
	Equitable and Tamper-Resistant Evaluations


																			

																			
																				
																					20+
																					Scientific Designed Psychometric Assessment
																				
	
																				
																					500+
																					Skill Test
																				

																				
																				
																					450 +
																					Assessors
																				

																				
																					200 +
																					Job Roles Catered
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														Think Assess
													
												

												
													
														
															A SaaS platform for creating, assigning, and analyzing online assessments and quizzes.
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																					Scalable Cloud Infrastructure 
	Customizable Tests Options
	Flexible Integration and open API's
	Detailed Analytics & Reporting


																			

																			
																				
																					120M+
																					Assessments
																				

																				
																					3500+
																					Clients
																				

																				
																					2000+
																					Academic / Government Institutes
																				

																				
																					500M+
																					Candidates Assessed
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														Think Evaluate
													
												

												
													
														
															Efficiently process Subjective & Essay questions with AI-powered digital evaluation tool, featuring annotation and deep insights.
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																					Automated Scoring
	Instant Progress Tracking
	AI Proctored Evaluators Enivornment


																			

																			
																				
																					40%
																					Time Saving in Evaluation
																				

																				
																					100%
																					Evaluator & Moderator Authentication
																				

																				
																					80%
																					AI-Generated Marks
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														Think Learn
													
												

												
													
														
															LMS tailored for Self-paced, Instructor-led, and Blended Courses with improved candidate experience.
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																					Live & Recorded Lectures
	Tests & Assignments
	Personlised Learning Paths
	Collaboration Tools
	Certification & Compliance
	Available on Mobile


																			

																			
																				
																					100+
																					Countries
																				

																				
																					10M+hrs
																					Learning Hours
																				

																				
																					5+
																					Integration Platform
																				

																				
																					5M+
																					Students Enrolled
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														Think CBT
													
												

												
													
														
															A network of physical test centers for online and paper-based testing worldwide, with premium infrastructure, and rigorous security
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																								Candidate Verification
	Certified and Audited Test Centers
	Experienced Test Administrators
	Convenient Locations Nearby


																						

																						
																							
																								2,500+
																								Test Centers across the Globe
																							

																							
																								200M+
																								Assessments
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														Verificare
													
												

												
													
														
															Precision Data Collection for traditional OMR forms and plain paper OMR sheets, ensuring 100% accuracy.
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																					Adaptable Data Extraction
	10x Faster Processing
	Advanced Anti-Cheat Detection
	Complex OMR sheets Creation


																			

																			
																				
																					2000+
																					Global Customers
																				

																				
																					100+
																					Countries
																				

																				
																					100%
																					Accuracy
																				

																				
																					300 sheets/min
																					Readability
																				

																			

																		

																	

																

															

																		


																	

																

																


															
 
														


													

												

											

											
										

									

								

							

						

					
									
				

			

		



	
		
			
			
				Think Exam's worldwide service spans diverse time spheres
			

			From various sectors globally, we serve governments, corporates, 
				and educational institutions, addressing learning, 
				assessment and upskilling
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                        Simple & easy way to create your test

                        Are you ready to get started?
                        

                    

                    
                        Request Demo
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				Customer Review

				Revolutionizing the future of customized assessment solutions
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													Abhishek Sharma, 

													Chief Business Officer, Vidyamandir Classes

												

												
												
													
														
														"This is to certify that Think Exam, with its 
														AI-enabled technology, facilitated the seamless 
														conduct of secure online examinations. Our organization 
														transcended the constraints of time and geography with 
														Think Exam's assistance. We are fully satisfied with 
														their services and products and wish them continued 
														success in their future endeavors."
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													Arvind Bali,

													CEO Telecom Sector Skill Council

												

												
													
														
														"Hereby affirming that Think Exam's advanced 
														technology has successfully elevated the skilling 
														process to new heights for the Council. We acknowledge 
														their commitment and success in achieving our objectives. 
														The Council is fully satisfied with the services provided 
														by Think Exam and wishes them continued success in their endeavors."
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													Mukesh Kumar,

													Vice Principal of Delhi Metro Rail Corp. Ltd.

												

												
												
													
														
														“ M/s Ginger Webs Pvt. Ltd. was awarded a contract 
														for smart reader professional edition (OMR Software), 
														OMR intelligent reader, and Canon Scanner 2010C. 
														M/s Ginger Webs Pvt. Ltd. has successfully completed 
														all requirements and specifications of this OMR software 
														and reader and provides successful training to DMRC 
														officials. We express our heartiest thanks to M/s Ginger 
														Webs Pvt. Ltd. and their team & wish for an excellent 
														future ahead in delivering successful projects.”
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													The Institute Of Chartered Accountants Of India
													
												

												
												
													
														
														“ This is to certify that M/s Ginger Webs Pvt. Ltd., 
														is providing the services using Smart Reader Software 
														satisfactorily at our organization, The Institute of 
														Chartered Accountants of India, Committee on Information 
														Technology, Delhi since 2006. We are fully satisfied with 
														their services and their products and wish them good 
														luck in their future business.”
														

													

												

											

										

									

								

							

						

						
					

				

				
					

					

				

			

		

	




	
		
			
				Think Exam News & Insights Hub
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									Talent Assessment Trends In 2024

									
										Dec 29, 2023
										Think Exam Admin
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									How Remote Proctoring is Revolutionizing Talent Assessments

									
										Jan 16, 2024
										Think Exam Admin
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									Re-vitalize Your Campus Hiring in 2024

									
										Dec 26, 2023
										Think Exam Admin
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									Think Exam transforms hiring with advanced tech

									
										Jan 23, 2024
										Think Exam Admin
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									Think Exam, & Study 24x7; use powerful AI to transform learning & assessments

									
										Sept 28, 2023
										Think Exam Admin
									

								

							

												
					

				

			

			
				

				

			

		

	





	
		
			
				
					
						
							
								Global Reach

								Your Goals, Our Expertise, All-in-One Solutions
								

							

							
								We provide a range of solutions for assessing, upskilling 
									and hiring, offering assessments tailored for skill enhancement,
									coding proficiency, and interviews across diverse industries.
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										+
									

									Satisfied Clients Globally
								

								
									
										0
										K+
									

									Candidates Tested Simultaneously
								

								
									
										0
											M+
									

									Assessments 
 Annually
								

							

						

					

				

			

		

	





	
		
		
			
			Unveiling Success: A Deep Dive into our Impactful Case Study
			

		

		

		
				
					
						
							
								Multi-Modal Testing

								Transforming Assessment Processes for a Leading Finance Institute

								Learn More
							

						
					

				
	
					
						
							
								Recruitment

								Empowering A leading Aviation Industry's Recruitment Solution

								Learn More
							

						
					

				
	
					
						
							
								Upskilling

								Redefining Examinations for the Leading Actuaries Body

								Learn More
							

						
					

				
	
					
						
							
								Talent Search

								Boosting ET Campus Stars with Seamless Talent Search

								Learn More
							

						
					

				
	
					
						
							
								Global Integration

								Empowering Global Assessment Leader with Proctoring Excellence

								Learn More
							

						
					

				


		

	





	
		
			
				Think Exam Empowering Your Success, Anywhere You Work
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				Think exam everywhere
			

			Think Exam Empowering Your Success, Anywhere You Work

			Strategic LMS partnerships ensure an elevated experience, meeting evolving educational needs with effective proctoring.

		

		

	





	
		
		
			
				Our Eminent Clients
			

		

		


		
		
			
				Education
	Corporate
	Government
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